Validity of transfer-function representation of input-output relation in allosteric models.
A transfer-function representation of reaction velocity is devised to describe analytically and approximately an input-output response of allosteric enzyme around a steady state. The transfer function is derived on assuming an exponential change in reaction velocity for the indicial response to substrate influx rate. The validity of the representation with variation in the kinetic parameters and flow rates is examined for the response of Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer (KNF) and Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) dimeric models by comparing with the exact response obtained from the computer simulation, that is, by numerical integration of the rate equation. The representation has a wider valid region with a decrease in influx rate than with an increase. For the KNF model the representation is valid for negative cooperativity, but invalid for positive cooperativity. For the MWC model the validity decreases with stronger cooperativity. With the transfer functions valid for the Michaelis-Menten and allosteric reactions, we may derive the transfer-function representation for many metabolic pathways.